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Abstract—In this contribution, the resistance and inductance of
3-D interconnects are obtained through a full-wave approach. By
solving a free space boundary integral equation (BIE) combined
with a fully 3-D differential surface admittance operator in a
circuit framework, an effective procedure to study finite conduc-
tivity interconnects is presented. The accuracy of the proposed
method in characterizing 3-D interconnects is demonstrated
through an on-board and an on-chip example.

Index Terms—interconnect modeling, boundary integral equa-
tion (BIE), 3-D surface admittance.

I. INTRODUCTION

The continuing search for smaller and faster electronic
circuits to satisfy the needs of our information-driven global
society has led to increasingly complex structures in both
printed circuit board (PCB) and integrated circuit (IC) tech-
nologies. One example of such an innovation is the rise of
three-dimensional (3-D ICs) [1]. The increased density of
components and interconnects poses many challenges, not in
the least in terms of signal integrity. Proximity of various
signal lines and noisy circuits to interconnects introduces
numerous detrimental phenomena such as crosstalk and signal
distortion. These effects only get amplified by the cluttered
electromagnetic environment and the high frequency spectral
content of digital signals caused by increasing data rates.
Accurate modeling of circuits and especially interconnects
becomes ever more indispensable in modern design tools.

Over the years, various models and techniques to model
interconnects have been proposed and developed. 3-D ap-
proaches can generally be categorized as either volume or
surface discretization methods. A example from the first
category is the finite element method (FEM) [2]. The main
drawback of this method for interconnect modeling is the fact
that the volume mesh size has to be of the order of the skin
depth and thus leads to an enormous number of unknowns.

Boundary integral equation (BIE) based methods such as
the method of moments (MoM) are inherently less susceptible
to this problem as only the surface is meshed. However,
tackling the interior problem for high conductive media poses
challenges of its own such as the calculation of the interaction
integrals [3] or guaranteeing the accuracy of the iterative
solution [4]. Therefore, another popular approach is to replace
the inner material and invoke an additional relation between
the fields on the surface to adequately capture the influence of
the replaced material. A widely used choice is the Leontovich

boundary condition which imposes a local relation between
the surface current density and the electric field. Various
approaches to expand this condition to a more global relation
make use of volume integral equations [5] or boundary integral
equations [6] in the cross-section.

In [7], for the first time in literature, a 2-D differential
surface admittance operator was presented to effectively model
the skin effect. This operator was leveraged in [8] to compute
the per unit of length (p.u.l.) parameters of general 2-D
multiconductor transmission lines. Further, this method has
been successfully applied to various interconnect problems [9],
[10]. The 2-D operator of [7] was also exploited in [11] for the
modeling of 3-D interconnects in an approximate way. This
was done by treating each separate 2-D segment of the 3-D
interconnect by means of the 2-D operator and calculating the
interaction between the segments with a BIE.

In contrast, in this paper, we propose a fully 3-D differ-
ential surface admittance operator. In order to model 3-D
interconnects, this operator is constructed for cuboids instead
of cylinders as reported in [12]. Plugging this operator into the
electric field integral equation and combining it with a circuit
interpretation permits the characterization of the resistance and
inductance of PCB and IC interconnects.

II. FORMULATION OF THE METHOD

Consider the geometry depicted in Fig. 1(a). Volume V with
arbitrary dimensions and boundary surface S consist of a non-
magnetic, homogeneous medium characterized by a wavenum-
ber k. This region is enclosed by the background medium V0
characterized by its own wavenumber k0 (presuming once
again a non-magnetic material). The time-harmonic fields
(ejωt dependence) impinging on V from sources located in V0
are given by (ei,hi) and result in the total field distribution
(e0,h0) in the background medium. Inside V , the sources
induce the fields (e1,h1).

The situation in Fig. 1(b) depicts the same geometry but
the material inside V is replaced by that of the background
medium V0. A surface current density js is introduced on the
boundary S to preserve the total fields (e0,h0) outside V while
the field distribution inside this volume will change to (e,h).

In order to solve for the field distributions in the equivalent
problem, we express the scattered electric field by means of
the magnetic vector potential a and electric scalar potential φ:

e0 − ei = −∇φ− jωa. (1)
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Fig. 1. Problem statement. (a) A homogeneous volume V with boundary S
is surrounded by another homogeneous volume V0. In (b), the inner material
is replaced by the background medium and a surface current density js is
introduced on S. All materials are presumed to be non-magnetic.

Generally, this equation can be solved by discretizing S by
means of a triangular and/or rectangular mesh and employing
basis and test functions to transform (1) into a matrix equation.
As all our examples deal with cuboid meshes, we will utilize
rooftop functions (see Fig. 2). Given the common edge ei
between two rectangles, a rooftop is defined as

bi(r) =


[(r− r+) · u+]u+/A+

i , if r ∈ R+
i

[(r− − r) · u−]u−/A−i , if r ∈ R−i
0, elsewhere

(2)

with R±i both support rectangles, A±i their respective area, r±

corners not belonging to ei and u± the direction of the rooftop
on the relevant rectangle.

We now test (1) with these functions bi. If we also expand
the unknown electric field e0 into the same basis functions:

e0 =
∑
j

E0,j bj , (3)

the first term becomes GE0 where the vector E0 contains
all expansion coefficients of e0 and G is the relevant Gram
matrix:

Gi,j =

∫
Si

bi · bj dS. (4)

The second term in the equation simply turns into a vector
Ei containing elements which represent the impinging electric
field weighted with bi. The first term in the right-hand side
of (1) can be written as∫
Si

∇φ · bi dS =

∫
Si

∇ (φbi) dS −
∫
Si
φ∇ · bi dS

=

∮
ci

φun · bi︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

dc−

∫
R+

i

φ

A+
i

dS −
∫
R−

i

φ

A−i
dS


= V −i − V

+
i , (5)

with V ±i the average potential over the two rectangles R±i
supporting bi. In order to reduce the first surface integral on
the right-hand side of (5) to a line integral over the closed
boundary ci of Si with outward pointing normal un, we have
employed the divergence theorem.
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Fig. 2. Rooftop basis function.

The last term on the right-hand side can also be discretized
into a matrix equation by expanding the surface current density
into rooftop functions and introducing G(r, r′), the Green’s
function of the equivalent problem, to obtain:∫
Si

a ·bi dS =
∑
j

Ijµ0

∫
Si

∫
Sj

G(r, r′)bi ·bj dS dS′ = LI, (6)

where the vector I collects all the expansion coefficients of js.
The discretized equivalent of (1) is thus

GE0 −Ei = −jωLI + V+ −V−. (7)

We can now eliminate one set of unknowns by introducing
the fully 3-D differential surface admittance operator that
links js and e0, i.e., js = Ye0 [12]. This operator is given
by the following expression (with the contrast parameter
η =

(
k2 − k20

)
/jωµ0):

js = η
∑
l

[ |kl|2 ∫S (un × e0) · h∗l dS

(k2l − k2) (k2l − k20)N 2
l

]
(un × hl) , (8)

with hl the magnetic eigenmodes of V with a perfect electric
conductor (PEC) surface S with wavenumber kl and normal-
ization constant Nl. For a cuboid with dimensions {a, b, c},
the TE eigenfunctions and their corresponding wavenumbers
are defined as

hTE
lmn = ν[λ sin (λx) cos (µy)ux+µ cos (λx) sin (µy)uy]

·cos (νz)−
(
λ2+µ2

)
cos (λx) cos (µy) sin (νz)uz, (9)

k2lmn =

(
lπ

a

)2

+
(mπ
b

)2
+
(nπ
c

)2
= λ2 + µ2 + ν2, (10)

while the TM modes (with the same wavenumber) are

hTM
lmn = klmn[µ sin (λx) cos (µy)ux−λ cos (λx) sin (µy)uy]

·cos (νz) . (11)

Plugging the discretized version of the differential surface
admittance operator, i.e., GI = YE0 into (7), one finds(

GY
−1
G

)
I−Ei = −jωLI + V+ −V−. (12)

This final equation can be solved in various ways but in our
technique we interpret the equation as a circuit (shown in
Fig. 3 for two edges). This approach enables the use of circuit
solvers to evaluate (12) and facilitates the addition of discrete
circuit components. The results in this paper are calculated
employing the circuit solver LTspice® [13].
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Fig. 3. Equivalent circuit interpretation of (12).
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Fig. 4. Microstrip configuration on a RO4350B RF substrate (εr =
3.48, tan δ = 0.003, w = 530µm, t = 35µm, h = 250µm, l = 10 mm,
σ = 5.8 · 107 S/m).

III. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

A. PCB Validation

Consider a PCB microstrip configuration as presented in
Fig. 4. A copper conductor (σ = 5.8 · 107S/m) and a
perfect electric ground plane are placed on either sides of a
RO4350B substrate (εr = 3.48, tan δ = 0.003). The height of
this substrate is h = 250µm while the dimensions of the strip
are 530µm×35µm×10 mm.

The resistance per unit of length (p.u.l.), simply obtained
by dividing the total resistance of the strip by its finite length
l, is shown in Fig. 5(a) together with a 2-D reference solution
obtained through the technique described in [8]. The low-
frequency value converges to the Pouillet value while we
clearly see the influence of the skin effect for increasing
frequencies. Furthermore, we observe an excellent agreement
between the 2D results and our proposed method.

In Fig. 5(b) the inductance per unit of length is plotted
for both methods. For this characteristic we observe a much
stronger influence of the finite length of the microstrip.
The difference between the curves is strongest for the low-
frequency inductance where we observe a difference of 3 %
between both results. However, tests have shown that increas-
ing the length of the microstrip raises the curve towards the
2-D result, as expected.

B. IC Application

The second example characterizes a rectangular, copper loop
as found in ICs. The dimensions are displayed in Fig. 6 (all
in µm) with one length being variable and ranging from 10 to
30µm. The relevant parameters of this structure are calculated
across the 1µm gap. Firstly, the resistance and inductance our
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(a) P.u.l. resistance in Ω/m.
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Fig. 5. P.u.l. resistance and inductance of the microstrip shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 6. Copper loop (σ = 5.8 · 107 S/m) with one side of variable length l.
All dimensions shown are given in µm.

computed for one specific value of l, i.e., l = 20µm, and
compared to results from ANSYS HFSS (Fig. 7). For low
frequencies, we observe excellent agreement of both resistance
and inductance. For high frequencies, on the other hand, the
results diverge. The unphysical kink in the inductive response
of HFSS indicates the expected poor volume meshing of the
good conductor; a problem mitigated by our BIE approach.

Finally, the resistance and inductance for various values of
l are plotted on both graphs of Fig. 8. Careful inspection
of the low-frequency value of the resistances shows that the
obtained values are smaller than the DC resistance of a single
cuboid with the same total length as the loop (see the selected
results in Tab. I). This can be attributed to an accurate 3-D
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Fig. 7. Resistance and inductance of the loop in Fig. 6 for l = 20µm for
the proposed method and ANSYS HFSS.

TABLE I
DC RESISTANCE OF A STRAIGHT COPPER CUBOID AND LOOP (SEE FIG. 6)

FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF l.

l [µm] cuboid [mΩ] loop [mΩ]

10 203.5 175.5
15 237.9 210.2
20 272.4 245.0
25 306.9 279.8
30 341.4 314.6

modeling of the corners present in the loop. For the higher
frequencies we note that the curves are more tightly packed.
The smaller value of l makes the loop more compact and
brings the various conductors closer together. This strengthens
the proximity effect and causes the smaller loop’s resistance
to start increasing at an earlier frequency than for the larger
loop.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this contribution, a fully 3-D differential surface ad-
mittance operator based on the eigenfunctions of cuboids
was presented in a boundary integral equation framework to
model 3-D interconnects. The resistance and inductance of
examples from both PCB and IC applications were efficiently
and accurately extracted through a circuit interpretation of
the integral equation, clearly demonstrating the influence of
pertinent phenomena such as the skin effect and the proximity
effect.
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